Gracias, TuFuturo Latino Education Group for inviting C⁴ to present at this year’s Es Posible Latino Conference! Student ambassadors Natalie Cantu, Manasi Indalkar, and Christian Gomez-Cardosa shared their personal C⁴ stories and led 7th-10th graders through a lively game to learn more about what C⁴ has to offer. This was a great opportunity to reach out to potential students!
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TWINKIE PLATING CHALLENGE

Culinary

Culinary Arts students knocked it out of the park in their recent Twinkie Plating Competition! Each student was given a Twinkie, fruits, and sauces to design a plate. They used their knife skills and creative abilities to create these beautiful plates. First place winner received a FunkoPOP! Twinkie figure while second place earned an authentic (edible) Twinkie.

WHO WAS AT THE CRIME SCENE?

BioMed

Students in Mrs. Steinwedel’s and Mrs. Marolf’s Principles of Biomedical Sciences class have been examining the “blood” found recently at a mock crime scene. Students completed a Blood Spatter lab to determine the path of travel and height at which the blood fell. They also tested the blood type to identify the people at the mock crime scene.

DENTAL CAREERS AND COSMETOLOGY

Dental Careers teacher Mrs. Selby and Cosmetology teacher Mrs. Gilley thought the weather was far too nice to be indoors. They took their students outside to practice for upcoming exams by drawing their study items such as parts of a tooth or Hair Composition and then labeling each item. What a fun way to think outside the box (or should we say, outside the classroom).